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This paper advocates for an enlarged view of the goal we should ascribe to physics
teaching, that is: teaching physics as a culture. This “discipline-culture paradigm”,
very clearly defined, is, in my understanding of the paper, justified in itself, this in
terms of “cultural validity of their (the students’) physics education”. This plea is
backed up with a schematic representation of the structure of a fundamental discipline
in physics, which makes ample room to history of physics. This structure in turn
allows an interesting representation of the principle of correspondence between two
fundamental disciplines in physics. The author convincingly argues that, with this
model, students might better avoid “imaging the progress as a gradual advancement”
as well as seeing history of science as “a series of theories in which every next link
refutes the previous one”.
Adopting such an enlarged view – per se - is a decision that can be hardly criticised.
However, in order to better justify his position, the author comments on the teaching
efficiency of using history of science concerning both concepts and the nature of
physics as a scientific activity. Again, it is hardly deniable that history of physics can
help understand the nature of research activity in physics.
More debatable is the question of using history of science as a guide to help students
understand “the critical points of physics knowledge, usually difficult for the
learner”.
There are, indeed, counterexamples. When it became clear, in the 70s, that many
students tend to answer some questions as if Force and Velocity where co-linear and
their magnitudes in a quasi-linear relationship, many adepts of recapitulation
hypothesis commented that this was to be paralleled with Aristotle’s theory. This
occurred although it was underlined very soon1 that students’ views were much closer
to pre-galilean impetus than to Aristotle’s theory. This is not only an academic debate
as the author rightly underlines that a historical reference may guide our teaching
strategies. This means that an inappropriate reference may induce us into endpoints,
as argued as soon as 19832. Such misleading parallelisms may occur when a single
common aspect (e.g. a linear relationship) is seen as sufficient to establish a deep
similarity, whereas it may constitute only a partial, if not superficial, coincidence.
Moreover, it is worth noting that history of science lends itself to misunderstandings
or reductive analyses. For instance, speaking of pre-galilean impetus should be done
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cautiously, given the number of different versions of these theories, including the
quasi Aristotelian “circular impetus” that blocked Galileo for a time in its way toward
the classical description.
These reservations made, there are also – besides Galili’s example - convincing
examples of strategies that are strongly grounded in history of science, in particular
concerning optics and vision. As mentioned by Galili, Al Hazen is a very inspiring
scientist in this respect. Among the authors that worked in this line3, de Hosson4
stressed the fact that Al Hazen introduced the crucial notion of quantity of light in the
debate about vision, a notion that she chose as a pivot for her teaching sequence, with
convincing results. Her work is also an example of how to use documents that are
built for teaching purposes, kind of quasi-historical sources more accessible to young
pupils. It is not so obvious, indeed, to decide how to stage historical documents for a
given public and for a cautiously selected partial goal.
In conclusion to this brief comment, I simply stress the need, while considering
positively Galili’s plea, not to forget a caveat about simplistic “recapitulation”
approaches. The need for a cautious use and staging of historical sources, also
recalled in my comment, should not appear as discouraging: some good examples are
there and support in particular one of Galili’s claims: using history of science in
teaching may raise very positive feelings in students.
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